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Abstract
Despite many years of active research in the ﬁeld and a number of fruitful applications,
agent-based modeling has not yet made it through to the top ranking economic journals. In
this paper we investigate why. We look at the following problematic areas: (i) interpretation of
the simulation dynamics and generalization of the results, and (ii) estimation of the simulation
model. We show that there exist solutions for both these issues. Along the way, we clarify some
confounding differences in terminology between computer science and economic literature.
r 2005 Published by Elsevier B.V.
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1. Introduction
As it is well known, agent-based models (ABM) are a methodology developed in
order to investigate the interplay occurring at two different scales of a given system:
the macro structure and the micro structure. In facts, many systems are characterized
by the fact that their aggregate properties cannot be deduced simply by looking at
how each component behaves, the interaction structure itself playing a crucial role.
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This is particularly the case with complex systems, which are often characterized by
the so-called ‘‘self-organization’’ property: the ability of a system to ‘‘learn’’ the
individual strategies that lead to some unexpected (‘‘emergent’’) aggregate behavior.
However, non-linear systems become easily analytically intractable, or simply very
difﬁcult to manipulate algebraically, and the traditional approach of simplifying
them may often ‘‘throw the baby out with the wash water’’. On the contrary, ABM
allow a ﬂexible design of how the individual entities behave and interact, since the
results are computed and need not be solved analytically. It should thus be no
surprise that they started to command a growing attention as a new ‘‘science of
complexity’’ arose in the last decades of the 20th century [1]. In the social sciences,
the recognition that many social and economic phenomena are themselves
‘‘complex’’ and can be fruitfully analyzed with the tools of the new science is
mainly linked with the work conducted at the Santa Fe Institute during the 1990s
[2,3]. However, despite the upsurge in ABM research witnessed in the past 15 years
(see the reviews [4–7]), the methodology is still left aside in a standard economist’s
toolbox. Among the top 20 economic journals we were able to ﬁnd only eight articles
based on ABM ([8–15]).1 This number is to be compared with the 26,698 articles that
were published since the seminal work of Arthur (1988) in the top 20 journals
considered. Agent-based modeling thus counts for less than 0.03% of top economic
research. It seems to be conﬁned only in specialized journals like the Journal of
Economic Dynamics and Control2, ranking 23rd, the Journal of Artiﬁcial Societies
and Social Simulation, and Computational Economics, which are not even ranked.
A notable exception is the Journal of Economic Behavior and Organization, ranked
32, which sometimes publishes research in ABM.
No matter that non-standard approaches like econophysics, evolutionary
economics and Austrian economics have fruitfully employed ABM to develop
stand-alone models or to extend analytical results, the mainstream remains sceptical.
Of course, it is not necessary to justify scepticism toward a new methodology: it is
sufﬁcient to ignore it. Consequently, there are no discussions on the side of
traditional economics about the perceived limits of ABM.3 So, the aim of this work
is to offer an explanation of why ABM in economics are generally regarded with
suspect. Our work could be valuable for making researchers from other ﬁelds and
ABM practitioners in economics more aware of the kind of reaction their work may
have, and to provide a few counterarguments that could be taken into consideration
by the sceptical economist, who will often react only by saying that simulations
1

We looked for journal articles containing the words ‘‘agent-based’’, ‘‘multi-agent’’, ‘‘computer
simulation’’, ‘‘computer experiment’’, ‘‘micro-simulation’’, ‘‘genetic algorithm’’, ‘‘complex systems’’, ‘‘El
Farol’’, ‘‘evolutionary prisoner’s dilemma’’, ‘‘prisoner’s dilemma and simulation’’ and variations in their
title, keywords or abstract in the EconLit database, the American Economic Association electronic
bibliography of world economics literature. Note however that EconLit sometimes does not report
keywords and abstracts. We have thus integrated the resulting list with the references cited in the review
articles cited above. The ranking is provided in Ref. [16].
2
JEDC has a section devoted to computational methods in economics and ﬁnance.
3
A journalist has actually taken the job: see the non-technical and rather critical view of the research on
complex systems undertaken at the Santa Fe Institute through the mid-1990s in Ref. [17].
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‘‘do not prove anything’’. Actually, to a closer inspection this general concern boils
down to the belief that agent-based simulations are (i) difficult to interpret and
generalize, and (ii) difficult to estimate. In the next sections we brieﬂy discuss each issue.
2. Generalization
A rather common misunderstanding about simulations is that they are not as sound
as mathematical models. In particular, they do not offer a compact set of equations—
together with their inevitable algebraic solution—which can easily be interpreted and
generalized. Actually, simulations do consist of a well-deﬁned (although not concise)
set of functions. These functions, which may be either deterministic or stochastic4,
unambiguously deﬁne the macro-dynamics of the system. Moreover, the eventual
unique equilibrium of the macro-dynamics is, in turn, a known function of the
structural parameters and initial conditions of the simulation. We will show here that
the only difference from a model consisting of an algebraically solved set of equations
is in the degree of knowledge that we have about these functions.
Let us start from the following general characterization of dynamic micro models.
Assume that at each time t an individual i, i 2 1; . . . ; n, is well described by a state
variable xi;t 2 Rk . Let the evolution of her state variable be speciﬁed by the
difference equation:
xi;tþ1 ¼ f i ðxi;t ; xi;t ; ai Þ ,

(1)
5

where we assume that the behavioral rules may be individual-speciﬁc both in the
functional form of the phase line f i ð:Þ and in the parameters ai , and may also be based
on the state xi of all individuals other than i. Once we have speciﬁed the behavior of
each individual, we will typically be interested in some macro-feature of our
economy, that we may represent as a statistic Y deﬁned over the entire population:
Y t ¼ sðx1;t ; . . . ; xn;t Þ .

(2)

The crucial question now is whether it is possible to solve Eq. (2) for each t,
regardless of the speciﬁcation adopted for f i ð:Þ, and the answer is that a solution can
always be found by iteratively solving each term xi;t in Eq. (2) using Eq. (1):
Y 0 ¼ sðx1;0 ; . . . ; xn;0 Þ ,
Y 1 ¼ sðx1;1 ; . . . ; xn;1 Þ
¼ sðf 1 ðx1;0 ; x1;0 ; a1 Þ; . . . ; f n ðxn;0 ; xn;0 ; an ÞÞ
 g1 ðx1;0 ; . . . ; xn;0 ; a1 ; . . . ; an Þ
..
.
Y t ¼ gt ðx1;0 ; . . . ; xn;0 ; a1 ; . . . ; an Þ .
4

ð3Þ

In what follows we will refer to the deterministic case. Generalization to the stochastic case requires
some changes (mainly regarding the notation), but the idea remains the same.
5
Here and in the following we use ‘‘behavioral rules’’ and similar terms in a loose sense that
encompasses the actual intentional behaviors of individuals as well as other factors such as technology etc.
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The law of motion (3) uniquely relates the value of Y at any time t to the initial
conditions of the system and to the values of the parameters ai . Sometimes6, gt may
converge to a function not dependent on t7, so that we also have an expression
for the equilibrium value of Y, again as a function of the initial conditions and
parameters:
Y e ¼ lim Y t  gðx1;0 ; . . . ; xn;0 ; a1 ; . . . ; an Þ .
t!1

(4)

Notice that this formalization describes both ‘‘traditional’’ dynamic micro-models
and agent-based simulations. Indeed, given this common framework, it is easy to
discuss the alleged differences in terms of ‘‘mathematical soundness’’. To explore this
point, let us consider how the framework is implemented in the two approaches. As
an example of the ‘‘traditional approach’’ think of a model based on a representative
agent. The behavioral rule (1), will be very simple in structure, since all subscripts i
can be dropped, along with any reference to other individuals’ behavior. In turn, any
‘‘macro’’ statistic considered will collapse on a transformation of the state variable
of just one individual, and the resulting law of motion (3) will also be very simple.
We thus end up with a simple formulation for all Eqs. (1)–(3), and usually also
for Eq. (4). By ‘‘simple formulations’’ we mean that they can be manipulated
algebraically, and general propositions about the model can be stated by computing
derivatives, comparing different equilibrium solutions, and so on.8
Let us turn to the agent-based simulation approach. The critical factor rests in the
formula for the macro-dynamics (3), the law of motion of Y. As t and n get higher,
the expression for gt ð:Þ can easily grow enormous, hindering any attempt at symbolic
manipulation, i.e., any attempt to solve it algebraically.9
Nevertheless, the functions (3) are completely speciﬁed. It is thus possible to
explore their local behavior, by computing the value of Y corresponding to different
values of the parameters and the initial conditions. A way to extrapolate this point
evidence, and thus to recover a local approximation of the shape of gt ð:Þ, is to specify
a functional form g^ t ðx1;0 ; . . . ; xn;0 ; a1 ; . . . ; an ; bÞ to be ﬁtted on the artiﬁcial data
generated by the simulation runs, where b are the coefﬁcients of g^ t ð:Þ. For instance, if
g^ t ð:Þ is assumed to be linear, there will be two coefﬁcients b0 and b1 (the intercept and
the slope) to be estimated in the artiﬁcial data. The use of econometric techniques
to approximate gt ð:Þ, starting from a number of—somehow designed—artiﬁcial
experiments is indeed common practice in the computer science literature. The
resulting regression model is also known as metamodel, response surface, compact
model, emulator, etc. [18].
6

When the dynamic system has one (or more), stable equilibrium and the initial conditions lie in its
(their) basin of attraction.
7
Or even not dependent on the initial conditions.
8
Note that the problem of deriving the equilibrium relation (4) from the law of motion (3) is often
skipped altogether. Equilibrium conditions are externally imposed, and the dynamics towards the
equilibrium is simply ignored: the system ‘‘jumps’’ to the equilibrium.
9
This difﬁculty is the same experienced in game theory models, where games typically become
intractable if they involve more than a handful of players.
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A cause of concern with this procedure stems from the possibility that the artiﬁcial
data may not be representative of all outcomes the model can produce. In other
words, it is possible that as soon as we move to different values of the parameters,
the behavior of gt ð:Þ will change dramatically. The metamodel g^ t ð:Þ will then become
a poor description of the simulated world. At a theoretical level, this issue can be
answered with two observations. First, if it applies to what we know about the
artiﬁcial world deﬁned by the simulation model, it also applies to what we know
about the real world. As the real data generating process is itself unknown, stylized
facts could in principle go wrong at some point in time. Second, we should not worry
too much about the behavior of a model for particular ‘‘evil’’ combinations of the
parameters, as long as these combinations remain extremely rare.10 If the design of
the experiments is sufﬁciently accurate (often particular combinations of the relevant
parameter can be guessed, and oversampled in the artiﬁcial experiments), the
problem of how ‘‘local’’ the estimated local data generating process is becomes
marginal.

3. Estimation
The approximation of the law of motion gt ð:Þ of the aggregate variable Y cannot
be used for further estimation on real data. It has no unknown coefﬁcients. It simply
describes how the simulation model behaves, for given values of the structural
parameters and the initial conditions. As such, it can be used to assess whether the
simulation model is able to mimic the phenomenon of interest, by imposing the same
metamodel g^ t ð:Þ on the real data, and comparing the coefﬁcient vector b^ estimated on
the artiﬁcial data with the coefﬁcient vector b~ estimated on the real data. Now,
different coefﬁcient vectors b^ are obtained for different values of the structural
parameters vectors ai . Intuition may suggest that we are not far from being able to
estimate the structural parameters themselves. For instance, we could compare the
outcome of the simulation with the real data, and change the structural coefﬁcients
values until the distance between the simulation output and the real data is
minimized. In the simulation literature, this is called calibration. In the econometrics
literature, it is called structural estimation, and can also be performed by means of
simulation-based estimation methods [19].
Another objection says that the richer speciﬁcations of simulation models often
lead to underidentiﬁcation, due to the lack of exclusion restrictions. This claim seems
to suggest that algebraic models are characterized by lean speciﬁcations only to
avoid the problem of underidentiﬁcation, and not because of symbolic tractability.
10
The relevant exception is when rare events are themselves the focus of the investigation, for instance as
in risk management. Here, simulations may prove extremely useful, by dispensing from making
assumptions—such as the Gaussian distribution of some relevant parameters—which may be necessary in
order to derive algebraic results but have unpleasant properties—like excessively thin tails. In a simulation,
the reproduction of such rare events is limited only by the computational burden imposed on the
computer. However, techniques can be used in order to artiﬁcially increase the likelihood of their
occurrence.
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Moreover, underidentiﬁcation should not be the fear number one in writing a model.
Rather, the inability of a model to provide a good description of the underlying
phenomenon is a much greater limit [20]. Simulation allows complex models. This
must be considered as a positive rather than a negative feature, since it makes a more
detailed description of the phenomena of interest possible. The risk of underidentiﬁcation is often simply unavoidable, the structural coefﬁcients being really
indeterminate: algebraic models that claim to be immune are sometimes only poor
models.

4. Conclusions
In this paper we have presented a mathematical formalism able both to describe
traditional analytical models and agent-based ones. Within this framework we
critically assess the pros and cons of agent-based simulations, vis-à-vis analytical
models. We then argue that much of the criticism regarding (1) absence of generality
and (2) difﬁculty of estimation of ABMs fails. Moreover, ABMs have some
important advantages, like the richer speciﬁcation they can support, a feature which
allows the description of complex phenomena.
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